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Abstract
Dielectric elastomers are a type of electroactive polymers that can be conveniently used as
sensors, actuators or energy harvesters and the latter is the focus of this review. The relatively high number of publications devoted to dielectric elastomers in recent years is a direct
reflection of their diversity, applicability as well as nontrivial electrical and mechanical
properties. This chapter provides a review of fundamental mechanical and electrical properties of dielectric elastomers and up-to-date information regarding new developments of
this technology and it’s potential applications for energy harvesting from various vibration
sources explored over the past decade.
Keywords: dielectric elastomer, circuits, materials, applications, electrostatic

1. Introduction
Energy harvesting (EH) is a process of converting energy existing in other forms or wasted
energy into electrical energy that can be used as an alternative to the existing energy sources.
Despite the semantics behind the words harvesting and scavenging the first one has been widely
accepted in literature and will be used throughout this paper. EH from vibrations has formed
its own niche because many natural phenomena as well as man-made machines and structures
generate vibrations that can be converted into electrical energy. For instance, different methods
can be used, various materials can be employed, and linear, parametric or nonlinear systems
can be utilised for optimising the devices’ efficiency. A number of transduction methods
capable of such a conversion have been suggested, including piezoelectric, electromagnetic,
electrostatic and triboelectric.

© 2016 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
© 2018 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative
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Figure 1. Basic principals of dielectric elastomer energy harvesting. (a) Actuation and generation zones. (b) The energy
harvesting cycle for a dielectric elastomer.

EH using dielectric elastomeric materials is based on the principle of varying capacitance,
however, instead of a traditional capacitor with two parallel plates separated by air a dielectric
elastomer (DE) is used. This polymer, coated with compliant electrodes on each side, becomes
a variable capacitance capacitor and can be used in two opposite modes: actuation, with a high
potential in soft robotics and energy generation (Figure 1(a)). When the electric field is above
its supported regime a DE is in the actuation zone, below—the generation one. Although there
are many interesting and useful applications of DE actuators, this chapter will concentrate on
the energy harvesting potential of DEs.
In the energy harvesting mode DEs can generate electricity when stretched by an externally
applied force. The DE EH approach has recently seen an increasing amount of attention from a
variety of science branches, including chemistry, electrical and mechanical engineering, robotics and MEMS, due to the multidisciplinary nature of the topic and a wide range of potential
applications.
Pioneering work on DE EH was conducted by Pelrine et al. [1], who set the basic principles of
using DEs for EH. Since then various advantages and disadvantages of this EH method have
been investigated, in particular in the context of its high energy density [2]. The maximum
energy density that has been achieved by a DE generator is 3:8μW=mm3 [3], whereas the
electromagnetic and piezoelectric generation resulted in 2:21μW=mm3 [4] and 0:375μW=mm3
[5] respectively.
This chapter focuses on the DE EH applications and provides an overview of the work done
up-to-date in the field, mainly after the book published in 2008 [6]. The chapter is divided into
five sections based on the main components of the DE EH theory and cover electrical and
material background, failure modes, initial voltage issue and applications.

2. Electrical background
The basic equation describing the behaviour of an ideal capacitor, with two parallel plates and
air between them, is well-known and states that:
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Q ¼ CV, C ¼

EE0 A
z

(1)

where Q is the charge held on the electrodes, V is the voltage over the capacitor and C is the
capacitance, e is the relative permittivity of the substance between the plates, e0 ¼ 8:854
1012 Fm1 is the permittivity of free space, A represents the effective area of the plates and
z is the distance between the plates. When the distance between the plates is changed (the
plates area is assumed to be a constant) the capacitance will be changed accordingly. Thus, the
variable capacitance indicates the two energy harvesting schemes: constant voltage and constant charge. First one assumes the application of an initial voltage to the plates and then the
distance between the two plates is reduced, leading to an increase in the capacitance and
thereby in the charge increase that can be harvested at the minimum distance between two
plates. A similar approach can be employed when the constant charge scheme is used. In this
case increasing the distance between the two plates reduces the capacitance and thereby
increases the voltage that can be harvested. The energy gain is related to the difference in its
values between the maximum and minimum capacitances. The electrical energy stored in a
classical capacitor is given by the following equation:
1
1
U ¼ CV 2 ¼ QV
2
2

(2)

where the second equality can be obtained by using Eq. (1). However, in some applications
moving physically capacitor plates is not feasible or efficient. Thus, a material mimicking the
properties of a capacitor can be used instead and DEs are a perfect fit for that. Indeed, DEs are
extremely poor conductors, relatively inexpensive in production and can be repeatedly
deformed and stretched. To manufacture a DE-based capacitor a DE is sandwiched between
two deformable electrodes serving as an insulator. Another important property of DEs from
the EH point of view is their high deformability because it enables the capacitor to reach high
values of the capacitance by stretching the DE and, subsequently, significantly reducing its
thickness, i.e. z, as can be seen from Eq. (1) expressed in a slightly different form:
C¼

ed e0 A ed e0 P
¼ 2
z
z

(3)

where P ¼ Az is the material volume and εd is the relative permittivity of the dielectric
elastomer. It should be noted that whilst the area of the electrodes (plates) for a conventional
electrostatic energy harvester remains constant, the area of the DE capacitor changes under
deformation. Since a DE can usually be treated as an incompressible material, i.e. its volume
does not change under deformation, Eq. (1) can be expressed in the form of Eq. (3). Thus, cyclic
stretching can be used to increase an initial bias voltage of the capacitor to a higher voltage that
can be harvested. The diagram demonstrating all stages of this repeatable EH process is
presented in Figure 1(b), where the numbers 1–4 in Figure 1(b) represent the stages of the
energy harvesting cycle and may be explained as following:
1.

The DE is stretched increasing the area of the electrodes and decreasing the thickness
between the electrodes, leading to an increase in the capacitance.
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2.

A charge is placed over the DE.

3.

The DE is allowed to return to its original shape that decreases the capacitance, resulting in
a higher potential voltage over the elastomer.

4.

The gained electrical energy is then removed.

Pelrine et al. [1] derived the following formula for estimating the energy gain per cycle, eg :
eg ¼


Ped e0  2
Ec  Es 2
2

(4)

where Ec and Es , defined as E ¼ V=z, represent the electric field at the contracted and stretched
states, respectively.
Having outlined the basic principle of energy harvesting using DEs, let us consider electrical
methodology designed for EH. Currently, three EH schemes are being used: constant voltage,
constant charge and constant field. The term ‘constant’ refers to the electrical state of the DE
during the transition of the material from the stretched to its relaxed state. The first two schemes
are the most investigated ones and have been used before in electrostatic EH; their advantages
and disadvantages have been discussed in [7, 8]. The cycles’ stages for constant voltage and
constant charge are shown in Figure 2(a) and (b), where λmin and λmax denote the minimum and
maximum stretching states, respectively.
The constant voltage scheme in Figure 2(a) begins with stretching the DE and charging it at its
maximum stretching state (line 1). Reaching the maximum voltage, controlled by the electrical
breakdown (Section 5), the material is released and returns to its unstretched state along the
constant voltage line 2 with the corresponding decrease in the capacitance. To maintain the
constant voltage the charge needs to be decreased from Qhigh to Qlow ; the charge difference
flows to a reservoir (e.g. battery) through the circuit controlled by diodes. The capacitor is then
discharged into the reservoir so that the DE returns to its original state (line 3), and after that
the next cycle can begin. The amount of harvested energy per one cycle is represented by the
area circumscribed by the three lines and can be calculated as [8]:

Figure 2. Common energy harvesting schemes. (a) Constant voltage scheme. (b) Constant charge scheme.
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1
eVg ¼ ΔCV 2high
2

(5)

where ΔC is the difference between high and low capacitance values.
A range of electrical circuits for DE generators is discussed in [7]. In particular, it is mentioned
that the constant voltage scheme is the most practical one to realise. This is due to the lack of
switches that can be difficult to effectively integrate into a EH device, especially considering
the exact timings necessary to achieve the maximum efficiency.
The constant charge scheme is depicted in Figure 2(b) and uses the variable capacitor as a
pump to move a charge from a low to high voltage. This is done by initially stretching the DE
and placing a charge onto it while the latter is at its high stretching state (line 1). The power
supply is then disconnected and the DE is released to return to its original state increasing the
voltage from V low to V high due to the decreasing capacitance (line 2). At this point the electrical
energy is harvested and the DE reverts back to its initial state (line 3). The energy harvested per
one cycle is represented by the area enclosed by the three lines and equals [8]:
1
eQ
g ¼ ΔCV low V high
2

(6)

Although the constant charge scheme may be useful and effective as shown by Blokhina et al.
[9], who considered a constant charge circuit for a nonlinear electrostatic vibration energy
harvester, it is hampered by its need for switches which can reduce the power output and
increase the complexity of the entire circuit. Thus, following this argument and discussion in
[7] it is save to say that the constant voltage scheme is more preferable for implementation.
However, high voltage is not suitable for most micro-power devices operating at a low voltage,
in which a DC-DC voltage step down is normally needed. This extra component can reduce
the overall efficiency of the DE EH so that the constant charge scheme may provide a greater
efficiency for such applications.
Most recent works have been based on the electrical circuitry first implemented by Huang
et al. [10], which operates according to the constant voltage scheme. In the latter work the
authors devised an electrical circuit, shown in Figure 3(a), which can measure the charging
and harvesting currents as well as the voltage over the DE. It has also been confirmed that

Figure 3. Dielectric elastomer energy harvesting circuits. (a) A common circuit for dielectric elastomer EH research. (b) A
circuit highlighting features for the optimised scheme.
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there is a proportional quadratic dependence of the dielectric capacitance on the membrane
stretch. Using this result it was found that the dielectric constant of the common DE VHB 4905
(3M) was e ¼ 4:03  0:17.
The circuit shown in Figure 3(a) works as following. The DE is charged using a power supply;
the charge passes through a rectifier diode, D1 , at the maximum stretch of the DE. As the DE
stretch reduces, the voltage initially increases at a constant charge, with no new charges
flowing through D1 . This continues until the voltage over the DE reaches a pre-determined
discharge voltage, governed by the Zener diode D2 . Once this voltage has been reached, the
charge leaves the circuit through this diode. Finally, the membrane is stretched out again,
lowering the voltage of the charge that remains, until the voltage reaches that of the power
supply, which is connected again and the cycle is repeated. The circuit shown in Figure 3(a) is
very useful for DE EH research since through its various components a large amount of
information can be gathered about the behaviour of the DE generator. For example, using the
lower of the three parallel branches, which behaves as a voltage divider, the voltage over
the DE can be constantly monitored using V 3 . Similarly, V 1 and V 2 can be used to measure the
charging and harvesting currents, respectively, utilising the measured voltage in each voltmeter
and the known resistances. Once these currents are known the input and harvesting charges can


Ð
be found using Q ¼ idt. The net energy gain can then be estimated as ΔE ¼ V high  V low ΔQ.
The above discussion is related to the ideal material behaviour with no failure modes considered and no losses taken into account. Electromechanical coupling, e.g. further stretching of a
DE when a charge is applied and the corresponding change of the capacitance, has also not
been mentioned. Since DEs may experience electrical and mechanical failures (Section 4) it is
essential to account for them [2]. These failure modes, shown as curves on the Q  V plane in
Figure 4(a), change the idealistic EH picture. Apparently, the maximum harvested energy
corresponds to the maximum area enclosed by the lines connecting the maximum and minimum stretch states, without crossing to the failure regions. In Figure 4(a) such a cycle is
constrained between the aforementioned upper and lower stretch states. It is also limited by
two failure modes, dielectric breakdown (DB) and electromechanical instability (EMI), which
are discussed in Section 4 in greater detail. An ‘optimal’ scheme, developed by Shian et al. [11],
built upon the conventional EH schemes as shown in Figure 4(a). In [11] the authors proposed

Figure 4. More recent energy harvesting schemes. (a) The optimised scheme. (b) Constant field scheme.
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this new harvesting cycle, which utilises the circuit diagram shown in Figure 3(b). This scheme
maximises the working area within the limits imposed by the failure criteria set out in [2]. The
optimal cycle is shown in Figure 4(a) in black, whereas the areas for the constant voltage
(green) and constant charge (blue) are also superimposed into the graphs to demonstrate the
difference between the schemes. One can see clearly the benefits of the optimisation by simply
comparing the corresponding areas. Following one of the conventional methods (constant
voltage or charge) a designer must lose large sections of the available energy in order to avoid
failure. It should be noted that the values for the stretch during the cycle and the maximum
charge or voltage used in the conventional schemes can be used to alter their respective areas
on Figure 4(a), in accordance with Eqs. (5) and (6). However, this system is hard to implement
for a real DE material as its rate of the stretch decrease will not be as ideal as indicated in [12].
In that work the authors attempted to optimise the system of harvesting by showing an
analytical method of determining the ideal stretch ratio at which the membrane discharging
should occur. Additionally, Hoffstadt et al. [13] conducted an optimisation of the conventional
EH cycles and determined the ideal charging and discharging times for maximal energy gain
in the optimised scheme.
The circuit, presented in Figure 3(b) was proposed to work with the above EH scheme. The
first phase of this cycle is charging the DE at its maximum stretch state, after which switch 1 is
used to disconnect the DE from the supply. The second phase of the cycle is decreasing the DE
stretching. This sees the DE discharge into a temporary storage capacitor, ΦC , which is
connected in parallel to the DE and the harvesting section of the circuit. This discharging to
the capacitor will cause the charges on the actual DE to drop, however the voltage will
continue to increase as shown by Eq. (3). The final stage of this cycle occurs at the low stretch
state, where all electrical energy is removed from both the DE and the temporary capacitor.
A relatively new constant field EH scheme, shown in Figure 4(b), proposed to improve the
conventional schemes. This cycle begins with initial stretching of the DE to its maximum level
(line 1). The DE is then charged up to an electric field pre-determined by the designer (line 2).
After that the DE streching is reduced back to its original level at a constant electric field (line 3). It
is worth to recall that the electric field is defined as E ¼ V=z, therefore, at constant electric field a
decrease in the DE stretching and the corresponding increase in the DE thickness lead to an
increase in the voltage over the DE. This is an advantage over the constant charge scheme, since
at the latter the electric field increases during the reduction of DE stretching that may cause failure
due to dielectric breakdown (Section 4). The final stage of the circuit is to remove the electrical
energy from the DE, returning the latter to its original state (line 4). Since failure by dielectric
breakdown is of no concern for this scheme this allows the DE to be operated closer to its dielectric
breakdown strength (Section 4). Czech et al. [14] analytically compared the ideal constant voltage,
constant charge and constant electric field schemes and found that the constant electric field was
the most effective. However, it should be noted that maximising the energy output by increasing
the electric field may have an adverse effect on the lifespan of the generator [15].
A few other works have been recently done on improving electrical aspects of DE EH, e.g.
Kaltseis et al. [16] developed an experiment based on operating a DE generator between two
charged reservoirs of different voltages that allowed them to monitor separately electrical and
mechanical energies and determine the net energy gain.
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3. Material background
DEs belong to a group of electroactive polymers (EAP) that received this name because of their
ability of changing their shape under applied electrical field. Essential properties of DEs for EH
applications are low mechanical stiffness, high dielectric constant, high electrical breakdown
strength, high elastic energy density and high deformability. There are a number of DEs
possessing these properties including acrylates (e.g. VHB 4905 and 4910), silicones, polyurethanes, rubbers, etc. It is also worth to note that DEs have a number of properties such as
nonlinear stress-strain relationship, viscoelasticity (i.e. time-dependent behaviour), electromechanical coupling, temperature-dependent performance, etc., which significantly complicate
the modelling and design of DE generators. Quite extensive overview of the main properties of
these materials in the context of EH can be found in [17–21]. The relevant material properties of
DEs and their modelling are also briefly considered further in this section.
3.1. Material properties
A typical DE-based system (i.e. capacitor) comprises a DE membrane sandwiched between
two electrodes, as depicted in Figure 5. Depending on the purpose of the system in-plane
stretching of the DE can be done either by applying an electrical field (actuator) or mechanical
deformation (harvester). The applied electrical field causes the so-called Maxwell stress in the
material due to the interaction of opposite charges on both electrodes, resulting in the DE
stretching. This concept has been well demonstrated, e.g. by Mockensturm et al. [22] who
manipulated a DE membrane by altering the applied electric field to move the membrane
between its various steady state equilibria. Tensile stresses in the plane of the DE membrane,
caused by in-plane or out-of-plane loading, lead to the material deformation reducing the
membrane thickness and increasing its area, thereby changing the capacitance of the DEbased capacitor.
A well-known material property of DEs is their high deformability, i.e. the ability to undergo
large deformations without rupture. The stretch ratio (or simply stretch), defined as a ratio
of the stretched length to the initial one λ ¼ Ls =L, may reach for some materials up to 900%
[23, 24]. This property is very important since it enables to impose relatively high levels of

Figure 5. Loading of a dielectric elastomer.
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pre-stretch on DE membranes that improves their material performance, in particular increases
the dielectric (i.e. electrical breakdown) strength and reduces the effective compressive modulus [25]. At low deformations the material demonstrates strain softening that changes to stiffening at higher deformations. This type of mechanical behaviour is usually described by a
hyperelastic constitutive model under the assumption that the DE is an ideally elastic material.
Different hyperelastic models used for DEs will be briefly described in the next sub-section. To
determine parameters of such models data from uniaxial tensile tests, and for more accurate
determination also from biaxial tests, are needed. Results of uniaxial and biaxial tests of VHB
4910 were reported in [26, 23] and for silicone-based elastomers in [27]. Results of uniaxial tests
of natural rubbers can be found in [28].
Another important property that significantly affects the mechanical behaviour of DEs is
viscoelasticity, which occurs due to the realignment of polymer chains of the materials under
loading and leads to time-dependence of deformations and stresses. For example, stressstretch (or strain) curves of DEs depend on the strain (i.e. loading) rate and are usually show
stiffening with increase in the rate, e.g. [24]. In particular, viscoelasticity causes dissipation, i.e.
losses, of the mechanical energy that, in its turn, reduces the efficiency of DE generators [10,
29–31]. The losses are associated with a hysteretic behaviour of a DE, i.e. the stress-stretch
curves of the material follow different paths during loading-unloading forming a hysteresis
loop whose area represents the energy loss, e.g. [32]. Creep and stress relaxation are other
phenomena associated with viscoelasticity. Creep is usually defined as a time-dependent
increase in deformation under constant load, while stress relaxation is a decrease in stress
under constant deformation. Creep is more important for DE actuators, while stress relaxation
may have a significance influence on the performance of both DE generators and actuators.
Typical tests to determine viscoelastic characteristics of a DE as well as parameters of a model
describing the material’s viscoelastic behaviour include loading-unloading tests at a range of
strain rates, single-step relaxation tests at various stretch levels and multi-step relaxation tests,
in which at each step loading follows by a sufficiently long holding period to allow for stress
relaxation [32]. The tests are usually uniaxial, however, equi-biaxial tests may also be useful.
Most of the experimental studies on the viscoelastic behaviour of DEs have been carried out for
VHB 4905 and VHB 4910 [24, 26, 32–36]. In particular, it has been shown that for this material
very rapid stress relaxation occurs within the first few seconds of holding, while after 30 min
the remaining stress almost stabilises [32]. Past experiments also showed that for VHB polymers the viscoelastic relaxation time is of the order of 102 seconds at room temperature [37].
Pharr et al. [24] demonstrated that the strain rate and the specimen size had a noticeable
influence on rupture of VHB 4905. Hossain et al. [33] reported results of relaxation tests under
both mechanical and electric loading and showed that the latter had a major effect on the timedependent behaviour of VHB 4910. A few results of similar experiments for other DEs have
been published. In particular, Schmidt et al. [23] presented results of uniaxial and equi-biaxial
relaxation tests for Interpenetrating Polymer Network Reinforced Acrylic Elastomers (IPN),
which were produced on the basis of VHB 4910. Bernardi et al. [27] published similar results
for silicone-based DEs.
A hysteretic behaviour of DEs, especially of rubbers and rubber-like materials, and associated
with it loss of mechanical energy can also be due to the so-called Mullins effect, also known as
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stress softening [38]. This effect causes a decay of the elastic stiffness of a material under
repeated loading-unloading, which depends on the maximum stretch previously experienced
by the material. Recommendations regarding experimental characterisation of the effect can be
found in [39].
Effects of the operating temperature on the material properties of VHB 4910 and the performance of a generator made of this material were investigated by Chen et al. [40]. In particular,
it was found that the generator operated more efficiently under lower temperatures due to
smaller viscoelastic losses.
As can be seen from above, so far VHB 4905/10 (3MTM) have received most attention from
researchers. However, other DEs, in particular natural rubbers and polyurethanes (PUR), have
been also investigated and demonstrated good potential for EH, in some cases better than
VHB, e.g. [28, 41, 42]. One of the researches, [41], examined the influence of stretching on the
electrical properties, such as the electrical (or dielectric) breakdown strength (DBS) and dielectric constant, of VHB 4910 and natural rubber and suggested that the latter had advantages
over VHB in the context of EH. It also necessary to note that in our overview of the DE material
properties we mainly concentrated on their mechanical properties, while the electrical properties were only mentioned in relation to the last referred publication. Of course, the electrical
properties of DEs are also very important for EH and were considered in a number of the
references provided above. Detailed recommendations on experiments that can be used to
determine both mechanical and electrical properties of DEs are given in [39].
Finally, based on data presented in [43] we include Table 1, which provides the important
mechanical and electrical properties of some DEs that can be used for EH. More information
about specific DEs appearing in the table, in particular polyurethanes (i.e. PUR 1, PUR 2, etc.),
can be found in the source [43]; acrylate means VHB 4905.
3.2. Modelling
Modelling is essential for the development and design of DE-based devices for EH. The idea is
to simulate the performance of such devices using analytical and/or numerical models and
reduce the need for time-consuming and relatively expensive experiments. Basic theory of DEs
Name

Mechanical properties

Electrical properties
εd (1/8 Hz)

DBS (MV/m)

DE thickness (μm)

Break Strain (%)

E at 50% (MPa)

Creep (30 min)
(10% Def.)

PUR 1

50

421

3.36

24

6

218

PUR 2

50

252

1.47

2.9

7.1

108

PUR 3-1

49

251

1.96

1.9

7.1

132

PUR 3-2

97

319

1.3

6.5

8.0

102

Silicone

45

422

0.25

16

2.5

80

Acrylate

498

879

0.04

70

4.5

31

Table 1. Comparison of various elastomer properties.
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based on thermodynamics and continuum mechanics was described in [44]. In this section we
overview some specifics of its practical implementation.
As has been noted previously, the elastic behaviour of DEs under large finite deformations is
usually modelled within the hyperelasticity framework. This means that the material is
assumed to be ideally elastic and that stress-strain (or stretch) relationships are obtained based
on a strain energy density function, which is expressed as a function of the invariants of the
Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, e.g. [45]. Thus, a particular hyperelastic constitutive model
fully depends on the corresponding formulation of the strain energy density function. So far
various formations of the strain energy density function and, subsequently, hyperelastic
models have been used to describe the elastic behaviour of DEs under large deformations,
e.g. Neo-Hookean [46–48], Mooney-Rivlin [49], Ogden [27, 49, 50], Yeoh [51], Arruda-Boyce
[26, 52] and Gent [48, 53, 54]. Of course, this list is far from being exhaustive. There are other
hyperelastic models that could also be used for modelling the constitutive behaviour of DEs.
Many researchers have compared the predictions provided by different hyperelastic models
with the experimentally observed behaviour of DE membranes, e.g. Yeoh, Ogden and ArrudaBoyce [26], Mooney-Rivlin and Ogden [55], Neo-Hookean and Gent [48]. It is important to note
there is no universal hyperelastic model that would provide accurate and reliable predictions
for all DEs. A hyperelastic model that yields excellent results for a particular DE under specific
conditions may be inapplicable for another DE. An extensive review of the hyperelastic models
can be found in [56, 57].
The hyperelastic models describe the time-invariant behaviour of DEs. However, this is not the
case because of viscoelasticity. Thus, in order to achieve more realistic predictions of the DE
performance under mechanical and/or electrical loading, especially cyclic or dynamic loading,
the time-dependency due to viscoelasticity needs to be taken into account. Wissler and Mazza
[51] suggested to use the quasi-linear viscoelastic (QLV) model. This model is based on the
assumption that the relaxation function is independent of the stretch ratio (or strain), i.e.
depends only on time. The relaxation function was determined based on experimental results
using the so-called Prony series. To combine the hyperelastic and QLV models, the coefficients
of the energy density function are multiplied by the relaxation function. The same approach
was also used by Wang et al. [58]. The model provides reasonable for quasi-static creep and
stress relaxation problems; however, its predictions noticeably deviated from experimental
results in the case of dynamic loading as the number of cycles increased [26].
Many researchers use models based on classical rheological models such as Maxwell and
Kelvin-Voight with added elements. One of the most popular models is the so-called standard
linear solid model presents a Maxwell element in parallel with an elastic spring, e.g. [37, 59,
60]. Others used an extended Kelvin-Voight model, i.e. a Kelvin-Voight element in series with
an elastic spring [58, 61]. A model combining in parallel Maxwell and Kelvin-Voight elements
has also been suggested [62]. Models based on the generalised Maxwell model, also known as
Maxwell-Wiechert model, have also been proposed and implemented [56, 63, 64]. An extensive
review of viscoelastic models can be found in [65].
It is worth to note that the viscoelastic models described above were usually implemented for
uniaxial or equi-biaxial problems that led to a set of ordinary differential equations, which
were solved numerically. However, to solve more general problems or obtain more accurate
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results (i.e. avoid simplifying assumptions) the finite element (FE) modelling is needed. One of
the main challenges here is to develop and implement finite elements that take into account
electromechanical coupling since commercial FE software, e.g. ABAQUS, does not currently
provide such an option. FE models for simulating the DE behaviour under both mechanical
and electrical loads have been proposed in [66–68]. In particular, Henann et al. [67] employed
the developed FE model to carry out an analysis of both DE actuator and generator. JeanMistral et al. [69] also used FE modelling to investigate a new technique for DE EH.

4. Failure modes
In order to fully asses the DE generators potential the failure mechanisms have to be considered. In general there are two types of failures a DE device may face: material and manufacturing related. Whereas the former are discussed in this section the latter are not because they are
mostly related to imperfections due to the manufacturing process. This group includes but not
limited to failures due to non-uniform stretching of the material over the working area, poor or
uneven distribution of charges (electrodes) over the working surface, loss of contact between
electrodes and working surfaces, others malfunctioning of electrodes during normal operation.
The material related failures may be combined into four groups: rupture by stretch, loss of
tension, electrical breakdown and electromechanical instability.
Rupture by stretching occurs when the membrane is stretched too much and the internal strain
becomes too high leading to the material ripping, as explained by the classical stress-strain
curve for a material. Loss of tension occurs when the initial voltage placed over the membrane
is enough to remove the pre-strain put onto the generator in its construction.
Dielectric breakdown is a complex topic, however it is enough to say that there is a specific
electric field at which the membrane will essentially become a conductor and the generator
will fail. As the electric field is given by E ¼ V=z, the dielectric breakdown strength (DBS) is
inversely proportional to the thickness, thus the thinner the material the larger its DBS [70].
This was investigated further by Tröls et al. [41] who reported how the dielectric breakdown
strength and dielectric constant is influenced by the stretch of the material. Their main findings
regarding EEB and e for 3MTM VHB 4910 are shown in Table 2. Pre-straining, typically performed
during the manufacturing stage, can improve the DBS. The pre-straining is done by taking the DE
to a minimum level of stretch λmin in a device. Besides improving the DBS of the material, prestraining negates the risk of failure by loss of tension. The increase in DBS of VHB 4910 (3MTM) by
1100% under an equal biaxial pre-straining of 500% has also been reported in [71].

Value
EEB Vμm
e (1 Hz)

1

λ¼1

λ¼2

λ¼3

λ¼4

λ¼5

–

100

124

145

163

4.24

–

3.83

–

3.44

Table 2. Dependence of the electrical properties of VHB 4910 on the stretch ratio.
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Electromechanical instability occurs due to nonlinearities in the materials behaviour. As the
membrane stretches due to increasing electrostatic forces, nonlinearities occur in the stretching
and some areas will become wrinkled producing thinner and thicker sections.
The failure modes associated with dielectric elastomers were investigated by Koh et al. [2] who
derived the equations of failure for the two work conjugate planes of force-displacement and
voltage-charge. These equations can then be plotted as lines on the respective graphs with the
enclosed area representing the maximum working area, which can be used to find the maximum
energy per cycle for a specific membrane. This work showed that for a membrane with modulus,
μ ¼ 106 N=m2 , permittivity of e ¼ 3:54  1011 F=m and density of r ¼ 1000 kg=m3 , an energy
gain of 6.3 J/g per cycle was achieved. However, this would be difficult to implement in experimental conditions. Pelrine and Kornbluh [72] then updated this describing the fundamental
science and derivations behind dielectric elastomers as well as covering the failure methods and
a variety of dielectric elastomer configurations. In addition to the commonly cited failure limits
set out by Koh et al. [2], Zhou et al. [73] conducted an investigation into the performance and
lifetime of dielectric elastomer generators subjected to a cyclic deformation. Their work
hypothesised that a decrease in the generator output is due to fatigue cracks forming on the
membrane. In order to minimise this effect a smaller strain and deformation rate is proposed to
increase the lifetime of the device. With an increase in applied voltage keeping the output energy
higher, in accordance with Eq. (4).
Other failures that have not been mentioned above may be associated with the loss of electrical
contacts, different stretching capabilities of the DEs and electrodes, fatigue and durability, as
well as multiscale instabilities [74, 75].

5. Initial voltage issue
One of main concerns with dielectric elastomer generators (DEGs) is the need for an initial
voltage. Given that the larger the supply voltage, the larger the energy gain, ideally the supply
would be in the kilovolt range, which causes an issue for small-scale or portable generators.
One solution to this problem is self-priming circuits proposed by McKay et al. [76]. This circuit
allows any energy not used in powering the load to go back into the energy supply, so that
over time this increases the power input to the system. In their experiment the input voltage
was taken from an initial 10 V to 3250 V after only 236 cycles. This work is the basis for many
future real world applications, since a high voltage DC power supply or transformer is not
commonly available at small-scale portable sizes. This work would allow generators to be
started with low voltage batteries and power up to a working voltage. Illenberger et al. [77]
further advanced the theoretical aspect of self-priming circuits by providing a mathematical
analysis backed up by experimental validation with an accuracy of 0.1% after five cycles.
Panigrahi and Mishra [78] built and simulated an electrical model of a dielectric elastomer
generator using the common electrical simulation software, Pspice.
The use of self-priming circuits would allow other vibration energy harvesting techniques to
be used to initialise a dielectric elastomer generator, which has been explored in some works
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including [69]. Their work used electret technology to generate a bias voltage of 100 V which
acted as the input to the DEG. In a later publication [79] this idea was studied by a finite
element modelling. In general there is a great potential in combining some other types of
energy generation with the self-priming circuit to raise the bias voltage to a level required.

6. Applications
A clear metric of progress being made in any energy generation field is evidenced in the new
applications and performances of new devices. For that reason this section will highlight some
of the significant breakthroughs made in recent years.
6.1. Indoor tests
Huang et al. [80] developed a DEG that was stretched radially, in-plane, in a laboratory setting.
Their device had an energy density of 550 J/kg and an efficiency of 22.1%. McKay et al. [81]
developed and tested a generator in laboratory conditions that consisted of 42 membranes
placed on top of each other. The total volume of the device was 0:86 cm3 and it could produce
an output power of 300μW at an excitation frequency of 0.5 Hz. This design was further
developed [3] using 48 membranes within the same volume and a larger applied voltage saw
the output power increase to 1:8 mW at 1:6 Hz. Lai et al. [82] conducted a laboratory test on
dielectric elastomers in the application of human walking. Their device was simple in nature
and generated a relatively low energy gain, 10  50 μJ, however it did experimentally prove
the validity of energy harvesting from human walking. Kaltseis et al. [16] conducted a laboratory based experiment on a dielectric elastomer generator in diaphragm mode and showed a
specific energy of 102 mJ/g and an average power of 17 mW/g, however it only achieved a 7.5%
efficiency.
6.2. Wave energy converters
There are several types of wave energy converters that utilises DEs. Moretti et al. [83] proposed
a generator called poly-surge that has to be sealed to the seabed. Their numerical study based
on this design provided an output of 1.56 MW; however, this was based on 15m3 of dielectric
elastomer and a model, which unrealistically assumed no losses due to viscoelasticity. Later
Moretti et al. [84] developed a generator, similar in principle to an oscillating water column
(OWC) generator, but using DEs instead of an air turbine. Their generator had an output of
0:3 J, or 173 J=kg, which is equivalent to 0:15W. Vertechy et al. [85] have also investigated an
OWC generator and experimentally tested it in a tank at a scale of 1:50. Their scaled model
produced a maximum power of 76.8 mW. However, if the model was built at its full scale size,
the authors estimated that it would be capable of producing 68 kW of power at the optimal
wave conditions of 2 m height and a period of 11.7 s. Lv et al. [48] developed a DE-based wave
energy converter for capturing heaving motion of waves. Their work showed that as the input
voltage increased the experimental and theoretical power output both increased as expected,
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but the efficiency dropped. This was mainly due to the current leakage at high voltage. The
approximate energy output of the system was 0.25 mJ per cycle. Binh et al. [86] designed a
floating wave energy converter that uses a control system, which aided in maximising the
generated energy. The proposed control system allowed to increase the device efficiency of up
to 25% in numerical simulations.
6.3. Vibro-impact harvester
Recently a novel DE-based device for EH from a vibrational motion has been proposed in [87, 88].
The main idea centres around a hollow cylinder, excited by an external force, and a free moving
internal ball (friction was neglected), motion of which is constrained at both the ends of the
cylinder by DE membranes. The ball motion is excited through its impacts against the DE
membranes, which causes the membranes deformation (increase in the capacitance) leading to
energy harvesting. The cylinder can be placed under an angle β with respect to the horizon. For an
inclination angle β ¼ 0 the motion of the cylinder should be large enough to engage the ball
motion, however for any angle β > 0 the ball will be at rest on the lower membrane and its
separation from the membrane will be engaged under a set of certain conditions. This design
was called vibro-impacting EH and the dynamics of the generator has been investigated for
various initial conditions, angles of inclination and restitution coefficients under deterministic
and random loading. Numerically simulations have shown the rich nonlinear dynamics of the
harvesters and indicated a mechanism for the device optimisation.

7. Conclusions
This chapter covers the fundamental aspects of Dielectric Elastomers and their potential application for Energy Harvesting. The chapter intended to overview the new developments made
since the publication of [6]. There has been a significant progress made in understanding the
material and electrical properties of DEs, optimisation of the energy harvesting process and
modelling DEs. Some new ideas of ceasing the need for a substantial initial voltage using a
self-priming circuit and ferroelectrics/electrets have been explored. New concepts of DE-based
devices have been designed and tested. Nevertheless, it would be wrong to say that the
behaviour of DEs and their capabilities have been entirely studied, thus more investigations
are required.
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